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In Rosewood, Pennsylvania, four perfect-looking girls aren't nearly as perfect as they seem.   Aria

can't resist her forbidden ex. Hanna is on the verge of losing her BFF. Emily is freaking out over a

simple kiss. And Spencer can't keep her hands off anything that belongs to her sister.   Lucky me. I

know these pretty little liars better than they know themselves. But it's hard keeping all of their

secrets to myself. They better do as I say . . . or else!  --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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I love how Sara Shepard has the ability to capture her audience and how she continues to do it time

and again. There is only one thing that I dislike about this series and it is technically not Ms.

Shepard's fault because I never heard of this series until I started watching it on tv. The blame

should actually be placed on the tv show for not following along with Ms. Shepard's script that was

perfectly laid out there for them to go along with. For the most part, they did stick to the books pretty

closely except when instead of going along with the Series and killing off one of the characters like

in the books, they keeps the person alive. So now I am about to start Book #4 and I cannot seem to

put it down, even though one of my favorite characters is now dead and I don't want to end up

confusing myself between the two (The Books and The Television Show).There is one person that I

have recommended this Book Series too. I suggested it because we both share in the love I have

for this Book Series and that would be one of my best friends and practically my sister because of



how close we have gotten, Daniella. Both of us love the show and we both started reading this Book

Series on the same day around the same time.I gave this Book Series the rating I did for this reason

and that is because I love it but I only wish Ms. Shepard had not killed off one of my favorite

characters. I absolutely love both the TV Show and the Book Series

Pretty Little Liars is a great, suspenseful, exciting, thrilling series with unexpected twists at every

turn. Both the book series and the tv series is well written (and acted), the actress selection doesn't

quite match up on t for example in the book Emily is a Caucasian, redheaded girl with older sisters

whereas she is a Filipino girl and an only child on the tv series. However the tv show stories and

acting does do the book justice. I'm thrilled with both and can't wait to read and watch more. While

this series was intended for teenagers I'm in my late thirties and am enjoying it just as much as a

teenager would. So glad I'm out of high school. And never had any secrets. ; )

Sara Shepard does not disappoint! This book is another great read if you like the Pretty Little Liars

books! I would highly recommend this series to anyone (tween and up) who likes mystery and

action. Each time I read one of the books in this series I can't put it down! Awesome series!

A's methods of torture just get better and better. The rest of the secrets come spilling out, causing

not only tension between the girls, but also with their families and everyone around them. Unlike the

show, these girls have not returned to being best friends. They lie to each other just as much as

they do to everyone else. I feel pity for Aria in this book.. she doesn't deserve what she gets in the

least. And I love how as soon as Hanna finds a little happiness, A is ready to take it all away! Good

ending.

I like this book because it leaves in suspense and make me want to continue reading. I also liked

this book because it was a perfectly written book and it is cool how it is in different perspectives. I

would recommend this to anyone who likes adventure or mystery. Btw, this book is not like the

shows. It is a little bit different.

I liked this book so far it was the slowest. Super quick and good read. Everyone who reads these

will love em

I started reading this series based on the hit TV show on ABC. Unfortunately after reading these



books I've found that I actually like the show better then the books (which rarely happens for me)

but nonetheless, I enjoyed the books. All 4 girls- Hanna, Spencer, Emily, and Aria keep me on my

toes and although these are YA books- I find myself always wanting MORE! Shepard does a great

job with leaving us hanging (cliffhangers-duh!) and I find myself buying the new book immediately

and diving in head first!

These really are easy reads, but so fun. The entire series is excellent. They are fun and quick reads

and keep you guessing.
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